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play is the highest form of research.  – albert Einstein 

At Home Learning
Monday – At the Pond

Reading

Read a book about the 

pond or pond animals. Who 

were the characters? 

Who was the main 

character?

Letters & Sounds

Pond begins with the 

letter P. Make the “P” 

sound. Think of all the 

words that begin with the 

letter P. 

Math

Put number puzzle pieces  

in a “pond” (aka blue piece 

of paper). Fish for a 

number, say the name, 

and trace it on the 

number hunt page. 

Fine Motor

Sing the song 5 Green 

Speckled Frogs. Use your 

fingers to count and your 

arm as the log as you 

sing.

Art or Sensory

Make a pond sensory bin. 

Fill a bin halfway with 

water then add plastic 

plates (lily pads), rocks, 

and plastic pond animals.

Gross Motor

Lilypad leap! Place pieces 

of green paper on the 

ground in a path and leap 

over them like a frog.

Tuesday - Recycle
Reading

Read a book about the 

Earth or taking care of 

our Earth. Make a list of 

things you can do to take 

care of our Earth.

Letters & Sounds

Make your own letter 

manipulatives. Collect lids, 

popsicle sticks, bread tags, 

or small cups. Put letter 

stickers or write a letter 

on each one. Line up in ABC 

order. 

Math

Make environmental print 

puzzles. Use the front of 

the box of cereal. Cut it 

into pieces making a 

puzzle. Put the puzzle 

together.

Fine Motor

Cut up straws with 

scissors. String the cut 

pieces on a piece of string 

to make a necklace.

Art or Sensory

Make a collection jar using 

an old jar. Clean it, paint it, 

and/or glue collage items 

to it. Put your small 

treasures in it.

Science

Sort the trash and 

recycling. Is there 

anything you can reuse? 

Week 6 Make a card for someone special each day! 

Wednesday – Art 
Reading

Read a book by a famous 

favorite illustrator like 

Eric Carle. How did he or 

she create the 

illustrations?

Letters & Sounds

Go outside and write 

letters with chalk. Then 

paint with water and a 

paint brush.

Math

Find 5-10 different drawing 

and painting tools. Line 

them up from short to 

tall.

Fine Motor

Make Salt Dough (see 

recipe). The next day, paint 

it!

Art or Sensory

Make a pointillism painting. 

Use Q-Tips and make a 

painting.

Music

Play music. Paint or draw 

to the tempo of the 

music. 



At Home Learning
Week 6

Friday – The Rainforest
Reading

Read a book about the 

rainforest. Make 

predictions as you read. 

What will happen next?

Letters & Sounds

Make a list of rainforest 

animals. Clap the number 

of syllables in each word.

Math

Make snake patterns. Use 

pom poms, buttons, or 

beads. 

Fine Motor

Cut up “jungle leaves” with 

scissors. Go outside and 

find leaves or cut leaves 

from paper.

Art or Sensory

Make a rainforest animal 

face with a paper plate. 

Color with markers, add 

construction paper, or 

string to it.

STEM

Build a rainforest habitat 

using blocks and animal 

figures. Make leaves and 

vines with green paper.

Make a card for someone special each day! 
Thursday – At the Movies

Reading

Read a book with 

characters from your 

favorite movie or TV 

show. What was the 

problem and how did the 

characters solve it?

Letters & Sounds

Write letters on piece of 

yellow paper and crumble 

up like popcorn. Take a 

piece, say the letter and 

sound.

Math

Line up figures from your 

favorite movies or tv 

show. Sort them various 

ways (size, color, etc.).

Fine Motor

Make letters or numbers 

with your favorite movie 

candy or popcorn kernels. 

Art or Sensory

Draw your favorite movie 

or TV show character.

Science

Explore your 5 senses and 

make popcorn. How does 

it sound, smell, feel, look, 

and taste? How does it 

change?
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Apps and websites to try 
National Geographic Kids

Research and learn about 

animals and their habitats.

https://kids.nationalgeographic.
com/

PBS Kids

Songs, activities, and 

videos that teach.

https://pbskids.org/

Starfall 

Learn about letters and 

sounds.

Websites and apps to get kids moving

Dr. Jean 

YouTube

Fun songs that teach.

Harry Kindergarten

YouTube - Fun songs that 

teach and help develop 

self-regulation. 

Go Noodle

YouTube or an app.

Dance-alongs, yoga, and 

more. 


